NEW 3765 RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES
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REV. A

 DETAILS

The Pelican™ 3765 Right Angle Rechargeable Flashlight will now be shipping preinstalled with a 4-pack of new-style individual NiMH rechargeable battery cells.

 BATTERY COMPARISON

Previous Battery Pack
Catalog # 3769
Part # 3765-301-000

The battery pack cannot be charged outside the light, which contributes to increased downtime.

New Batteries
Catalog # 2469P
(Sold as a 4-Pack)
Part # 2460-304-000

Versatility and Convenience:

- Individual cells are able to be charged in most AA NiMH battery chargers.
- Allows for back up cells to be charged and ready to maximize usage and minimize downtime.
- Same performance as before.
- Cells will charge (as before) while in the light when it’s in the charging station.
- Able to be used in many other Pelican flashlights that run on AA alkaline batteries.
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